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Abstract 
We report a large-area fabrication method to prepare chiral substrates patterned with 
arrays of multilayer, three-dimensional nanostructures using a combination of nanoimprint 
lithography and glancing angle deposition. Several structures are successfully fabricated 
using this method, including L-shaped, twisted arc and tri-layer twisted Au nanorod 
structures, demonstrating its generality. As one typical example, arrays of L-shaped 
nanostructures, consisting of two layers of orthogonally oriented Au nanorods separated 
by a Ge dielectric layer in the thickness direction, exhibit giant optical chirality in the 
infrared region with an experimentally achieved g-factor as high as 0.38. Electromagnetic 
simulations show that the optical chirality results from plasmon hybridization between the 
two orthogonal Au segments. To demonstrate scalability, a 1-cm2 chiral substrate is 
fabricated with uniform chiral optical property. This method combines both high throughput 
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Chirality is an intrinsic property of many non-planar molecules in which their atoms may 
be configured in three-dimensions (3D) such that the molecules lack inversion symmetry, 
creating enantiomers.1 Due to their structural handedness, these molecules interact 
differently with left-handed circularly polarized (LCP) and right-handed circularly polarized 
(RCP) light, leading to both intensity and phase difference in their transmitted waves. 
Circular dichroism (CD) is a chiral phenomenon characterizing the intensity difference in 
the transmittance spectra. The chiral response of natural molecular materials is weak, only 
detectable in thick samples when the incident light traverses a macroscopic path. In 
contrast, metamaterials consisting of artificially-engineered, sub-wavelength 3D chiral 
plasmonic nanostructures give rise to analogous structural handedness, yet giant chiral 
responses in ultrathin structures.2-13 The strong chiral response of metamaterials has 
opened up practical applications, including chemical and biological sensing14-16 
distinguishing the chirality in different biomolecules, and light manipulation such as circular 
polarizers.17,18 
 
Unfortunately it is not trivial to fabricate low-cost, large-area 3D chiral substrates. 
Glancing-angle deposition (GLAD) is a low-cost, large-area technique used to create 3D 
chiral structures by rotating the substrate while depositing material at an oblique angle,2-5 
but it is limited in the range of achievable geometries. Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) is 
also a low-cost patterning technique, which in contrast offers adequate flexibility in the 
geometrical design, but of planar structures19-22 with very few examples of 3D 
configurations23,24 as it lacks capabilities for nanoscale alignment. 3D multilayer chiral 
configurations are usually fabricated by non-scalable electron-beam lithography (EBL) 
and physical vapor deposition6-10,12,15,17 or focused ion beam-induced deposition (FIBID).13  
3D nanostructures show strong chiral responses unlike the weak, extrinsic chiral 
responses that have been reported in 2D metasurfaces,25 whose chirality originates from 
differences in the dielectric environment between the top air and bottom substrate 
interfaces and/or the direction of illumination. 
 
Here, we report the fabrication of large-area substrates composed of arrays of multilayer 
3D chiral nanostructures using a combination of NIL and GLAD. Unlike conventional EBL 
processes, which require a number of alignment, patterning and deposition cycles, here 
we greatly simplify the fabrication. We use one nanoimprint patterning step and a multi-
step GLAD process in which, by changing the deposition direction, we sequentially deposit 
and stack different, well-defined planar nanostructures to create 3D chiral configurations. 
These multilayer chiral nanostructures show giant chiral responses in the infrared region, 
which is well explained by electromagnetic (EM) simulations. Using this method, a 
centimeter-sized chiral substrate has been fabricated with uniform chiral properties, further 
demonstrating the large-area fabrication of our combined NIL and GLAD method. 
 
An array of L-shaped chiral plasmonic nanostructures is first demonstrated as an example. 
The fabrication process is illustrated in Figure 1A (detailed in Methods Section, Supporting 
Information). Here, a bilayer resist with a total thickness of 400 nm is patterned by NIL and 
developed26 to create arrays of L-shaped templates. An example L-shaped template has 
x- and y- segment lengths/widths of 1.1 µm/100 nm and 1.4 µm/130 nm. The L-shaped 
template is repeated to form arrays with pitches in the x- and y- directions of 1.5 µm and 
1.6 µm. GLAD is first used to selectively deposit Au in the x-segment by controlling the 
deposition direction, such that its projection on the substrate is along the negative x-axis, 
and by maintaining a deposition angle of 48˚ relative to the substrate normal. In this way, 
the bottom of the y-segment is completely blocked, but its side wall will be coated and 
consequently its width reduced. Therefore, a larger y-segment width of 130 nm is 
patterned in the template as compared with 100 nm x-segment width to account for the 
width reduction. Next, a second GLAD step is conducted with a deposition direction 
projected along the negative y-axis and the same deposition angle of 48˚. This time, the 
x-segment is blocked and a stack of Ge and Au is sequentially deposited in the y-segment. 
After lift-off, arrays of L-shaped 3D nanostructures composed of two orthogonal layers of 
Au nanorods vertically separated by a Ge dielectric spacer layer are created. 
 
Using different templates with L and its inverse ⅃ shapes, we fabricate artificial pairs of 
enantiomers (Figure 1B, 1C, and Figure S1, Supporting Information). The first Au x-
segment has a length/width of 811±11 nm/116±2 nm for Structure L and 786±7/119±2 nm 
for Structure ⅃. The second Ge/Au y-segment consists of two regions: a short tip region at 
the junction (highlighted in red circles) stacked on top of the first segment and a long flat 
region. The short tip region has a complex, humped structure due to the underlying Au 
segment, with a typical length of 180±17 nm. Due to the angular deposition, there is also 
some Ge/Au material deposited beyond the short tip in the negative y direction. The long 
flat region has a length of 772±14 nm for Structure L and 813±14 nm for Structure ⅃. By 
choosing the segment lengths in the template (1.1 µm in x-segment and 1.4 µm in y-
segment), the geometries of the deposited Au nanorods are optimized to have the largest 
chiral response (described below). In both regions, the widths are 108±2 nm and 92±2 nm 
for Structure L and ⅃, respectively. The slight segment length difference between Structure 
L and ⅃ is caused by the compromised angle alignment accuracy in the GLAD process 
using a simple, conventional thermal evaporator, and may be improved with a more 
advanced deposition setup with precise control of the deposition angle. The thicknesses 
are 29.2±1.0 nm for both Au layers in the x- and y- segment, and are 76.7±1.7 nm for the 
Ge layer (measured by atomic force microscopy, AFM, Figure S1, Supporting Information). 
Excluding the short tip region, we have realized a double-layer twisted Au nanorod array 
using a single NIL patterning step, which previously was only realized by a multilayer EBL 
patterning process.9,10 The combined NIL and GLAD process developed here allows us to 
fabricate uniform nanostructures over large areas (Figure 1d). 
 
The circular polarization transmittance spectra of the enantiomeric L and ⅃ chiral 
substrates are characterized by Fourier-transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (detailed 
in Methods Section, Supporting Information), and further compared with EM simulations 
in Figure 2. Two resonances (Figure 2A and 2B) are found experimentally at 4710 
nm/5540 nm for Structure L and 4910 nm/5450 nm for Structure ⅃, respectively, which 
also appear in the linear polarization transmittance spectra (Figure S3, Supporting 
Information). EM simulations confirm the presence of the two resonances (Figure 2C and 
2D) at 4220 nm/5630 nm. Notably, the simulated NIL and GLAD-derived structures 
capture features in the y-segment, including a 65-nm Ge/20-nm Au sidewall connecting 
the short tip and long flat region and a 100 nm indent of the Au layer in the short tip region 
(Figure S2, Supporting Information). However, the simulated structure is still a simplified 
model, and does not take into account the smooth curvature in the short tip region, the 
trapezoidal cross section of the segments and the surface roughness, which are typical in 
experimentally deposited structures and can lead to both a shift and broadening of the 
peaks in experimental transmittance spectra.27 However, both experimental and simulated 
spectra have shown that Structure L has a larger extinction for LCP-incident radiation at 
Resonance 1 (at shorter wavelength) and for RCP-incident radiation at Resonance 2 (at 
longer wavelength), and the situation is reversed for Structure ⅃. Further charge density 
analysis shows that the two resonances arise from different charge oscillation modes 
along the x- and y- Au nanorod segments. At any instance in time, the charge oscillations 
form a head-to-head dipolar anti-bonding configuration at Resonance 1 and a head-to-tail 
dipolar bonding configuration at Resonance 2 (Figure 2G and 2H), as a result of plasmon 
hybridization.28 This is consistent with a number of studies on the interaction between two 
plasmonic nanorods.29-32  
 
The different response to circularly polarized light is a characteristic feature of enantiomers 
that arises from the different nature of the charge oscillations for the two resonance modes. 
Stronger coupling, and therefore larger extinction, occurs when the spatial electric field 
arrangement of the circularly polarized light matches the direction of the charge oscillation 
in the two Au segments.32 We use ∆T=TRCP-TLCP to characterize the difference in the 
transmittances under RCP- and LCP- incident radiation, respectively. Due to geometrical 
symmetry, the ∆T spectra (Figure 2E and 2F) for Structure L and ⅃ have  mirror-symmetry 
across the ∆T=0 axis, and they show bisignate line shapes, consistent with the plasmonic 
Born-Kuhn model.10,32 The peak/dip positions in the ∆T spectra correlate with the two 
resonance positions in the transmittance spectra. The fabricated chiral substrates reach 
their |∆T| peak values of 0.077 (Structure L) and 0.049 (Structure ⅃) at Resonance 2, while 
the simulated result has predicted an even higher value of 0.115. The peak value 
difference between the enantiomers is attributed to the slight dimensional difference 
introduced in the fabrication process as detailed above, affecting their coupling efficiency 
to circularly polarized light. The ∆T value of the nanoimprinted chiral substrate is 
comparable to that of reported EBL-patterned chiral nanostructures9 operating in a similar 
spectral range. 
 
The flexibility of NIL template design has allowed us to adjust the segment lengths to 
further understand the optical responses of these chiral nanostructures. In both 
experiment and simulation, the x-segment length is kept fixed (at 752±39 nm in experiment 
and at 810 nm in simulations as obtained from Structure L in Figure 1B), while the y-
segment length (referring to the length of the long flat region, Ly in Supporting Information, 
Figure S2) is varied from 300 nm to 900 nm. Figure 3A and Supporting Information Figure 
S4 show the evolution of the two resonance positions as the y-segment length is changed 
(Figure S5, Supporting Information). While both resonances red-shift with the increase of 
the y-segment length, Resonance 1 changes much more rapidly. At short y-segment 
lengths, the two resonances are well separated and the hybridization effect is negligible. 
Resonance 1 and 2 are dominated by the excitation of y- (x-) polarized incident light 
(Figure S6, Supporting Information). As the y-segment length increases, the Resonance 
1 wavelength increases and approaches that of Resonance 2, and the plasmon 
hybridization becomes strong. The |∆T| peak amplitude reaches its maximum at a y-
segment length of 700 nm (Figure 3B and Figure S7, Supporting Information), where the 
plasmon in the two Au segments are strongly hybridized. This is understandable as the 
effective coupling with circularly polarized light requires large electron oscillation in both 
Au segments to best match the rotating electric field. The experimentally measured |∆T| 
peak amplitudes are consistent with this trend. As described earlier, the simulation does 
not take into account the smooth curvature in the short tip region, the trapezoidal cross 
section of the segments and the surface roughness, which are typical in experimentally 
deposited structures and will lead to both a shift and broadening of the peaks in 
experimental transmittance spectra. In fact, when the dissymmetry factor (g-factor) is 
calculated,4 which normalizes the difference in the extinction between RCP and LCP 
illumination to the unpolarized extinction, we find a better match between the experimental 
and simulated results (Figure 3C). This indicates that |∆T| peak amplitudes can be further 
increased by patterning a higher density of the same nanostructures. The introduction of 
g-factor, in addition to ∆T, serves to provide a figure-of-merit that can be used to fairly 
compare the intrinsic circular dichroism of different structures independent of their 
densities. Experimentally, we have reached the highest g-factor of 0.38 for the structure 
in Figure 2A at Resonance 2, which exceeds previously reported values for larger-area 
chiral substrates using high-throughput techniques.4,5,33 The improved performance is 
attributed to the better-defined structure realized using NIL. We notice that Gansel and co-
workers18 have reached higher g-factors in the same wavelength range. However, their 
chiral plasmonic structures are patterned using direct laser writing, which is a serial 
patterning method, limiting the fabrication to small sample size. 
 
The combined NIL and GLAD method can also be used to fabricate other multi-layer chiral 
structures. For example, earlier work has demonstrated the multilayer twisted arc structure 
as a promising candidate for generating a giant chiral response.10 To realize the large-
area fabrication of this structure, we have designed an inverse-C-shaped template (Figure 
4A and Figure S8A, Supporting Information), followed by a two-step deposition projected 
along the negative x-axis (32-nm Au, deposition angle 43˚) and negative y-axis (77-nm 
Ge/29-nm Au, deposition angle 48˚), sequentially. The resultant structure shows two 
crescent-shaped plasmonic arcs separated by Ge in the vertical direction (Figure 4B and 
4C). Similar to the L-shaped structures, the twisted arc structure shows two overlapping 
dips in its circular polarization transmittance spectra, and its ∆T spectrum peaks at 5100 
nm (Figure S8B and S8C, Supporting Information), with a maximal value of 0.021 and a 
g-factor of 0.26. Further increasing the structural complexity, we have also fabricated a tri-
layer twisted nanorod metasurface using a tri-branch ‘windmill’ template (Figure 4D and 
S8D, Supporting information). A three-step 48˚ angular deposition is used, and in each 
step, the projected deposition direction is along one of the branches and the other two are 
blocked due to the shadowing effect. 29 nm Au, 38 nm Ge/29 nm Au and 77 nm Ge/29 
nm Au are sequentially deposited in each branch in a clockwise manner, and consequently, 
these Au nanorods form a twisted configuration (Figure 4E and 4F), which can function as 
a broadband circular polarizer.17 The above examples show the versatility of this method 
in fabricating different chiral plasmonic nanostructures. 
 To demonstrate the scalability of the combined NIL and GLAD process, we have used a 
centimeter-sized NIL template to fabricate a chiral substrate with Structure ⅃ (Figure 5A). 
The large-area template is patterned by EBL,20 but it can also be fabricated using edge 
and microlens projection lithography.19,34 All four corners and the center of the large-area 
chiral substrate are characterized and the ∆T spectra consistently show similar bisignate 
line-shapes (Figure 5B). The |∆T| peak position and amplitude are measured to be 
5230±10 nm and 0.041±0.003 (Figure 5C), respectively. The large-area uniformity of the 
optical performance confirms the scalable nature of this method. 
 
In conclusion, we have realized the large-area fabrication of multilayer chiral plasmonic 
substrates using a combination of NIL and GLAD, which has previously been realized only 
by non-scalable EBL process.10,15 Several structures are successfully fabricated using this 
method, including L-shaped, twisted arc and tri-layer twisted Au nanorod structures. Due 
to both their structural chirality and plasmonic enhancement effect, these chiral plasmonic 
structures show strong interaction with circularly polarized light. Experimentally for L-
shaped structures, we have found a |∆T| peak amplitude as high as 0.08, comparable to 
those patterned with non-scalable EBL process. We have also scaled up the chiral 
substrate size to 1 cm2 and the sample shows high uniformity optically over the entire 
sample surface. It is possible to shift the wavelength range into the visible and increase 
the magnitude of the chiral response by fabricating nanoimprinting stamps with ~100 nm 
structures and in higher density.  
 
The CD of the fabricated chiral substrates [0.044 at Resonance 2, defined as 
|∆T|/(TRCP+TLCP)] is sufficient for biomolecular sensing applications.
14 The implementation 
of an ultrathin circular polarizer ideally requires much higher CD. By increasing the density 
of our L-shaped structures, by 3.5-fold for an example pattern design (Figure S9, 
Supporting Information), simulation indicates that the CD can reach 0.130. The CD values 
can be further increased if multiple layers of the chiral plasmonic substrates are stacking 
together. For example, a 7-layer stack will lead to a CD of 0.725, comparable to that of a 
small-area, circular polarizer fabricated using serial, direct laser writing.18 These chiral 
plasmonic nanostructures can be further embedded in thermally or chemically responsive 
media,9,35 allowing the active modulation of their optical chirality, or with photo-luminescent 
materials, resulting in chiral selective enhancement of photon emission.36 Such a low-cost, 
large-area fabrication technique promises to produce chiral substrates with well-defined 
multilayer structures that can be practically used for applications in biosensing and light 
manipulation.  
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 Figure 1. (A) Schematic of the fabrication process for L-shaped multilayer chiral 
nanostructures. Step 1: a bilayer resist is spincoated onto a double-side-polished Si wafer 
and patterned with L-shaped templates by NIL; Step 2: first GLAD process, depositing Au 
only in the x-segment; Step 3: second GLAD process, depositing Ge/Au only in the y-
segment; Step 4: lift-off. (B, C) SEM images at a 45˚ tilt angle for enantiomers of the chiral 
structure, L and ⅃. Red circles highlight the short tip regions. (D) Low-magnification SEM 
image of an array of chiral nanostructures. Scale bars: (B, C) 100 nm; (D) 10 µm. 
 Figure 2. Circular polarization transmittance spectra in experiment for (A) Structure L and 
(B) Structure ⅃ substrates, and in simulation for (C) Structure L and (D) Structure ⅃ 
substrates. (E) Experimental and (F) simulated ∆T=TRCP-TLCP spectra for Structure L and 
⅃. Current density plots of Structure L at (G) Resonance 1 and (H) Resonance 2. The plots 
correspond to LCP-incident light for Resonance 1 and RCP-incident light for Resonance 
2, respectively. 
 Figure 3. (A) Position of Resonance 1 (green triangles) and Resonance 2 (inverted red 
triangles) of the chiral nanostructures as a function of y-segment length. (B) |∆T| peak 
amplitudes and (C) corresponding g-factors (at Resonance 2) as a function of the y-
segment length. For all plots, the solid symbols are from experiment and the open symbols 
from simulations. 
 Figure 4. (A) Photograph of a 1-cm2 chiral plasmonic substrate patterned with an array of 
Structure ⅃. Spots A, B, C, D and E are sampled to characterize the optical properties of 
the substrate. (B) ∆T spectra and (C) |∆T| peak amplitudes (black dots) and positions (red 
triangles) at different sampling points.  
